
	  
	  

	  
	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

DISCOVERING	  YOUR	  STRENGTHS	  	  

There are a number of different, often free, ways to review your core Strengths. Here 
is a list of some of the most generally accepted Strengths taken from a number of 
different sources: 

w Analytical: You like to ask questions and challenge ‘is it true?’ You enjoy 
analysing information and experimenting 

w Bravery: You enjoy challenge, risks and taking on difficult tasks 
w Common Sense: You make pragmatic decisions based on practical thinking 

and previous experiences 
w Compassion: You demonstrate deep and genuine concern for wellbeing of 

others. You do kind deeds for other people. You enjoy harmony. 
w Courage: You take on challenges and face risks by standing up for what you 

believe. You enjoy difficult and challenging tasks. 
w Creativity: You come up with new ideas and original solutions 
w Critical thinking: You approach problems and arguments by arguing them 

objectively 
w Communication: You like to explain, describe, talk, write, bring things to life for 

other people 
w Competition: You like to compare, compete and win 
w Curiosity: You seek out new experiences and ask the question why 
w Decisiveness: You make quick, confident, clear decisions even with limited 

information 
w Detail orientation: You pay attention to detail to produce high quality output 
w Disciplined: You make clear orderly plans, you enjoy control and 

predictability. You make orderly plans and routines 
w Developing others: You promote other peoples learning and development to 

help them fulfil their potential 
w Efficiency: You take a well-ordered methodical approach to tasks 
w Empathy: You readily identify with other peoples situations and perspectives. 

You are able to see the world from a range of angles 
w Enthusiasm: You approach life with huge energy, you have passion 

communicating goals, beliefs or ideas you feel strongly about 

 



	  
	  

	  
	  

w Flexibility: You remain adaptable and flexible in the face of unfamiliar 
situations. You are comfortable dealing with change 

w Gratitude: You are aware of and grateful for all that happens in your life 
w Humour: You have a playful outlook, enjoy making others laugh and like to 

joke 
w Initiative: You take independent action to make things happen 
w Leadership: You take responsibility for influencing and motivation others to 

achieve team goals. You organise group activities and make sure they 
happen 

w Optimism: You remain positive and upbeat about the future 
w Persuasiveness: You are able to win agreement and support for a desired 

outcome 
w Relationship building: You take steps to build networks of contacts and love 

building connections with other people  
w Resilience: You deal effectively with setbacks, you persevere until you 

achieve your goal  
w Results focus: You maintain a strong sense of focus on results and driving tasks 

or projects to completion  
w Self confidence: You have a strong belief in yourself and your abilities 
w Self control: You are aware of how to use your emotions to stay calm and 

productive, you are able to control what you say and do 
w Self development: You enjoy mastering new skills and knowledge. You use a 

wide range of people and tools to develop yourself further and move forward 
w Strategic mindedness: You focus on the future and take a strategic 

perspective of issues and challenges. You love bigger picture thinking and 
are energised by visions of the future 

w Spiritual: You are strongly guided by your spiritual beliefs and / or core values 
w Team Work: You work cooperatively with others to overcome conflict and 

work towards a goal 
 

 

 
 

 

 


